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ABSTRACT 

The following; article examines the 'fate' of the Efrenciyan or foreign residents 
of the city of Trabzon following the Ottoman conquest of the city in 1461. These 
foreigners were the remnants of the large Genoese and Venetian merchant 
communities which had played an important role in the city's commercial life in the 
three hundred years preceding the Ottoman conquest. It has generally been assu
med that following the Ottoman conquest these elements returned to their places 
of origin. In the present study, via an examination of 15th and 16th century 
Ottoman Tahrir Defters (Cadastral Surveys) it is shown that as late as 1583 
this Efrenciyan community still remained as an identifiable ethnic and religious 
(Roman Catholic) minority in the city of Trabzon. 

In the course of a full-length study on the growth and changes in the ethnic 
configuration of the city of Trabzon in the 15th and 16th centuries, one of the more 
intriguing questions which has arisen is just who were that portion of the city's 
population referred to in the Ottoman Tahrir Defters as Efrenciyan? Were they as 
the name implies Europeans? A residue of the Genoese and Venetian merchants 
who had previously played a major role in the city's commercial life? If so, why 
were they listed in the Ottoman Tax Surveys? Even more intriguing, why at a time 
when Latin economic activities in the Black Sea are generally believed to be on the 
decline does the Tahrir compiled c. 1523 show this Efrenciyan commuity to encompass 
159 households (hane), plus 24 widows (bive), and 13 unmarried males (miicerred), 
or approximately 15% of the city's total population? In the following communication, 
via a detailed examination of the four extant Tahrir Defters containing information on 
the city of Trabzon, I wil l attempt to resolve these questions. 

* Dr.. Assistant Professor of History, Department of Humanities, Bogaziçi University. 
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TRABZON TAHRÎR DEFTERS : 

We are fortunate in that four Tahrir Defters from Trabzon have survived. Dated 
respectively c. 1486, c. 1523, 1553 and 1583 ' they provide us with a broad base for 
the study of the city's population in the late 15th and 16th centuries. The surveys 
of c. 1486, 1553, and 1583 are of the type known as Mufassal (detailed) which means 
that they supply us with the names of the city's taxpayers listed according to the 
Mahalles wherein they resided, while that of c. 1523 is an icmal (Summary) Defter 
and supplies only a list of the city's Mahalles with the total number of tax-payers 
who lived in each of them. 

To date the most detailed analysis of the population figures presented in any of 
these Defters is Professor M. Tayyib Gôkbilgin's valuable study entitled: "XVI Yiizyil 
Baslannda Trabzon Livasi ve Dogu Karadeniz Bôlgesi" which appeared in Belleten (Vol. 
XXVI, No. 102; pp. 293-337) in 1962. (Hereafter cited as: Gokbilgin, Trabzon). In this 
work Gokbilgin presents the population totals for Trabzon from the icmal Defter of 
c. 1523 and then makes some general comments based on a comparison of these 
figures with those from the survey of 1553. As regards the city's Efrenciyan population 
he states that there were three Frenk Mahalles in 1523, listed under the heading 
Mahalle-i Efrenclyân-ι sehir:2 

1) Mahalle-i Efrenç:3 40 Hane; 9 Miicerred; 12 Bive. 

2) Mahalle-i Zafunda nam-l 
diger Çolmekçi: 102 Hane; 4 Mucerred; 12 Bive. 

3) Mahalle-i Beksid nam-i 
diger Degirmenderesei: 17 Hane; 

for a total Efrenciyan pop. of: 159 Hane; 13 Mucerred; 24 Bive. He further remarks 
that by the middle of the century (i.e., in the survey of c. 1553) there was an influx 
of Christian peasants into Çolmekçi and that one of the Frenk Mahalles has shrunk 
by 49 nefer.4 

Gôkbilgin's figures have been used in two subsequent studies as well. The first 
of these is the islam Ansiklopedisi article on "Trabzon" which appeared in 1974. 

1 The first three of these Tahrir Defters are stored in the Basbakanhk Arsivi in Istanbul under 
the following headings : 

a) Maliyeden Mudevver Defter No. 828 from c. 892/1486 (Hereafter cited a s : M. M. No. 828). 
b) Tapu - Tahrir Defteri No. 387, undated, but c. 1523 (Hereafter cited as : T. T. No. 387). 
c) "Tapu-Tahrir Defteri No. 288, from the year 961/1553 (Hereafter cited as T. T. No. 238). 
while the fourth is housed in the Archives of the Tapu ve Kadastro Umum Miidiirlugu in An
kara, under the classification : 
d) Kuyudu Kadimi Fihristi No. 29, from the year 991/1583. (Hereafter cited as : T. ve Kad. 

No. 29). 

2 Gokbilgin, Trabzon. p . 297. 

3 T. T. No. 387, pp. 716-717. 

4 Gokbilgin, Trabzon. p . 298. 
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Written by Professor M.C. Sehabeddin Tekindag,5 this article gives Gôkbilgin's figures 
from the survey of c. 1523 {through it fails to mention the Miicerred and Bive segments 
of the population) and repeats his general statements on changes in the middle of 
the century.6 

The second study utilizing Gôkbilgin's figures from the survey of c. 1523 is an article 
by Ronald Jennings entitled, "Urban Population In Anatolia In The Sixteenth Century: 
A Study Of Kayseri, Karaman, Amasya, Trabzon and Erzerum."7 In this work Jennings 
attempts among other things to compare the c. 1523 Efrenciyan figures with those 
contained in the surveys of 1553 and 1583. The problems which he encounters in the 
course of this effort lead him to hypothesize that Trabzon's Efrenciyan Mahalles were 
either subject "to a strong Rum-izing influence" or that there was "a moving of Rum 
into these Mahalles," during the sixteenth century.8 As will become clear in the 
course of this article his confusion stems from a basic misreading of the Tahrir Defters 
which he is using. 

Each of the above studies take as their starting points the icmal Defter of c. 
1523 which lists the suprisingly high figure of approximately 15% of the city's population 
as Efrenciyan. Not only does this figure seem suspiciously inflated but it also happens 
to appear in the only one of the four extant Trabzon Tahrir Defters where it can not 
be checked for accuracy by an examination of the names which are listed in the 
Mufassal Defters of c. 1486, 1553 and 1583 under each mahalle. 

When questioning the Efrenciyan figures presented in the survey of c. 1523 the first 
question we must ask is are they consistent with the information provided in the 
survey of c. 1486 which preceded it and those of 1553 and 1583 which follow it? in 
short the answer is no. A closer look at the relevant portions of each of these Defters 
will illustrate these inconsistencies and at the same time provide us with an explanation 
for their appearance in the first place : 

SURVEY OF C. 1486: 

The survey of c. 1486 compiled only 25 years after the Ottoman conquest of 
Trabzon lists the Efrenciyan population as follows: 

1) MAHALLE-J EFRENCÎYAN-i GENEVÎZ: 33 Hane, 9 Bive, 3 Miicerred. 

2) MAHALLE-i EFRENCIYAN-i VENEDIK: 1 Hane, 1 Bive, 2 Miicerred. " 

Here the question posed in the introduction of this paper as to the origins of the 
Efrenciyan population is answered. They are clearly identified as Genoese and Vene-

5 Sehabeddin Tekindag: "Trabzon", tslâm Ansiklopedisi, 125. ciiz (1974), pp. 455-477. 

6 op. cit. p . 468. 

7 This article appeared in : Int. J. Middle East. Stud. 7 (1976) pp. 21 - 57. (Hereafter cited as : 
Jennings, Trabzon). 

8 Jennings, Trabzon. p . 45. 

9 M.M. No. 828. pp . 14-15. 
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tians, in addition an examination of their names bears out their Latin origin. Among 
the Genoese we can identify the following: Andronikos, Francheska, Rodrigo, Niforos, 
Kasparhas and Marko; while among the Venetians we find: Koshko the son of Kosro, 
the window Kokoni, and the Priest Mariano. I0 

Equally interesting is the fact that among the city's Greek Mahalles we find the 
following: 

1) MAHALLE-Î PIKSID: 10 Hane. 1 Bive. 

2) MAHALLE-i DAFNUNDA: 60 Hane, 22 Bive, 4 Miicerred. 

The Greek (Rum) origin of the residents of these two mahalles is also attested to by 
an examination of their proper names. Among them we find: Yani, Grigor, Letter, 
Vasili, Konstantin, Yorgi etc. " 

Yet a further argument for the non-Latin nature of these two Mahalles is the 
fact that both or their names are Greek in origin. Piksid (Gôkbilgin's Beksid) appears 
to derive from the Greek name Pyxites meaning Box-tree,I2 while Dafnunda (Gôkbil
gin's Zaftunda) is the accusative from of the Greek Daphnous. 

We can therefore state with some degree of certainty that in c. 1486 the city 
of Trabzon had two Efrenciyan Mahalles (a Venetian and a Genoese), while among its 
Greek Mahalles there were a Piksid and a Dafnunda. 

SURVEY OF 1553: 

A study of the survey of 1553 shows that it lists one: 

MAHALLE-i EFRENCIYAN: 32 Hane, 17 Bive.13 

While among the names of its residents there are a good many which still point to a 
Latin origin (Carlo, Andro, Andon, Malaros, Nikol) there are others such as Yorgi, 
Grigor and Yani which are also found in clearly Greek Mahalles. On the other hand it 
can be argued that each of these names also appear in similar forms in Italian. 

Among the other Mahalles of the city there still appear a Piksid and a Dafnunda: 

MAHALLE-i PIKSID NAM-i DEGER 
DE&RMENDERESI: 4 Hane, 1 Bive. « 

MAHALLE-i DAFNUNDA NAM-ί DIGER 
ÇÔLMEKÇÎ: 39 Hane, 39 Bive. " 

10 M. M. No. 828, pp. 14 - 15. 
il M. M. No. 828, pp. 11 - 12. 
12 Minas Bijiskyan, Karadeniz Kiyilari Tarih ve Coèrafyasi. (trans, by Hrand Andrcasyon) Istan

bul, 1969. p. 57. 
13 T. T. No. 288, p. 26. 
14 T. T. No. 288, p . 26. 
15 T. T. No. 288, p. 17. 
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and in addition there is a second entry for Dafnunda with the added explanation HARIC 
AMED EST (new arrivals from outside the city): 

MAHALLE-ί DAFNUNDA NAM-i DÎGER 
ÇÔLMEKÇi (HARIC AMED EST): 36 Hane, 24 Bive. " 

One interesting change is that Piksid which in c. 1486 was clearly a Greek Christian 
Mahalle has by 1553 become a Muslim Mahalle. Its residents are listed as: Mustafa 
the son of Hasan iskender; his unmarried brother Burhaneddin; Ibrahim the son ot 
iskender; his brother Kurd; and, 'Alî son of Abdullah. 

Dafnunda (indeed both entries) on the other hand is still clearly Greek and 
Christian with the usual assortment of: Lefter, Manol, Lisavrios, Yorgi, Kostantin, 
Dimitri, Yani, Todoros etc. 

SURVEY OF 1583: 

Our last survey, that of 1583 clearly carries on the pattern established in those 
of c. 1486 and 1553. Here we have: 

MAHALLE-ί EFRENCJYAN: 47 Hane.17 

While there is no entry for Piksid in this Defter there are again two Dafnundas : 

MAHALLE-ί DAFNUNDA NAM-i DÎGER 
ÇÔLMEKÇi: 78 Hane.'« 

MAHALLE-ί DAFNUNDA DÎÔER ...: 68 Hane.» 

Here again as in the surveys of c. 1486 and 1553 the proper names of those listed 
in the Efrenciyan Mahalle show a predominately Latin origin, while those listed under 
Dafnunda are clearly Greek. 

This evidence clearly points to what I would call a "scribal error" in the survey 
of c. 1523. When copying the totals from the Mufassal Defter (now mising) which 
served as the basis for the icmal Defter of c. 1523 the scribe mistakenly included the 
two Greek Mahales of Pikçid and Dafnunda under the general heading MAHALLE-i 
EFRENCÎYANI- NEFS-i SEHÏR, which in actual fact should only have been applied to 
the Mahalle-i Efrenç. Once this error has been corrected (that is, Piksid and Dafnunda 
returned to the list of Greek Mahalles) the profile which emerges for the city's Efren
ciyan population in the late 15th and 16th centuries is quite consistent: 

16 T. T. No. 288, pp. 17 - 18. 

17 T. Kad. No. 29, p . 16v. 

18 T. Kad. No. 29, p . 15r. 

19 T. Kad. No. 29, pp. 16v - 16r. 
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Dofter of : Mahalle Hanc Bive Miicerred 

c.1486 

c.1523 

1553 

1583 

Combined Genoese 
and Venetian 

Efrenç 

Efrenciyan 

Efrenciyan 

34 

40 

32 

47 

10 

12 

0 

0 

5 

9 

17 

0 

In addition to the above we may cite internal evidence in the survey of c.1523 
itself as a further support for this interpretation. Namely, the fact that after listing the 

singular heading: MAHALLE-ί EFRENCIYAN-! NEFS-i SEHIR the scribe precedes to 
list not one mahalle but three.20 

The question of how the scribe who copied the c.1523 icmal Defter made this 
mistake is answered by an examination into the locations of the city's mahalles. In 
1523 the majority of Trabzon's Greek population were living along the sea coast to 
the East of the walled city. Slightly further East was the Efrenciyan Mahalle and to 
its East were the Greek Mahalles of Dafnunda and Piksid. It appears that the scribe 
copying the icmal Defter of c.1523 (which lists the city's Mahalles in a West to East 
pattern) simply assumed that Piksid and Dafnunda which came after the Efrenciyan 
Mahalle were also Efrenciyan. 

CONCLUSIONS : 

While we have uncovered the scribal error which causes the survey of c.1523 
to list such a large Efrenciyan population in Trabzon and in so doing amended the 
figures which are presented in the works of Gôkbilgin, Tekindag and Jennings,21 we 
still have not clearly answered all of the questions posed in the introduction of this 
paper. Namely, what were this groups origins and why are they listed in the Ottoman 
Tax Surveys at all? Here I would propose the following explanation: 

1) Frof the survey of c.1486 which breaks the group down into Venetian and 
Genoese sub-groups we can state that they were almost certainly a residue of 
the Latin Catholic Genoese and Venetian merchants who are known to have 
played an important role commercially under the Grand Komnenoi prior to the 
Ottoman conquest of Trabzon in 1461.22 

20 T. T. No. 387, p . 717. 

21 Jennings, Trabzon. pp. 43 - 46. Jennings population figures and percentages should be used 
with the utmost caution. Since he excepts Piksid and Dafnunda as Efrenciyan on the basis 
of the c. 1523 survey he continues to treat them as such in the surveys of 1553 and 1583. 
This means that not only arc his Efrenciyan figures continuously inflated, but also that his 
Greek and Muslim figures are inaccurate as well. 

22 For a recent article discussing the rol eof the Latins in the Black Sea, see : Anthony Bryer : 
"The Latins In The Euxine." XVc Congrès International D'Etudes Byzantines : I. Histoire. 
Athènes, 1976. pp. 3 - 20. 
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2} Furthermore the fact that they are listed in the Ottoman Tax Surveys and 
indeed in the survey of c.1486 the amount of the ispence Tax paid by ths 
community is shown (Genoese: 951 Akçe; Venetians: 81 Akçe),23 clearly indicates 
that they were not a protected foreign group within the Empire but were indeed 
Ottoman subjects. In other words they were a Latin Catholic community which 
following the Ottoman conquest elected to remain in Trabzon as naturalized 
Ottoman citizens. 

3) Finally I would suggest that the meaning of the term Efrenciyan in these 
Tahrir Defters is synonymous with Catholic, i.e., this term is used to distinguish 
between Trabzon's Greek Ortodox and Latin Catholic communities. 

TRABZON'UN E F R E N C I Y A N A H A L Î S t : 1486-1583 

OZET 

15. ve 16. a s i r l a rda Trabzonda ya§iyan Efrenciyan ahal is i bahsedi lmeye deger 
bir konudur . Tahminler imize gore, §ehrin Efrenciyan ahalisi , yani gehrin ôtedenberi 
t i ca re t haya t in i ellerinde t u t a n Ceneviz ve Venediklerin, 1461 de §ehrin fethini 
t a k i b eden z a m a n l a r d a Trabzonu t e rke tmi§ o l m a l a n gereki rd i . F a k a t , bu zama-
n a ai t O s m a n h Tahr i r Defter ler inde bunun dogru o lmadig im gôster i r . Birincisi 
t ak r iben 1486 d a yani , Fe t i h t en 25 sene son raya a i t o lmak iizere, digerler i t akr iben 
1523, 1553 ve 1583 senelerine a i t olan 4 Tah r i r Defteri giiniimtize k a d a r muhafaza 
edilmis. ve ha len edi lmektedir . 

1486, 1553 ve 1583 senelerine ai t olanlar Mufassal Defterleridir , 1523 e ai t olan 
bir Icmal Defteridir k i bun la rdan bu giine k a d a r sadece bu î c m a l Defteri Trab
zon §ehrinin niifusu açis indan detayl i o la rak kul lamlmigt i r . Bu Defter lerden all-
nan gehrin nufusuna a i t r a k k a m l a r , ilk o la rak 1962 de M. Tayyib Gôkbilgin, son-
r a l a n 1974 de gehabe t t in Tekindag ve n ihaye t 1976 d a Ronald Jenn ings t a r a fm-
dan çal igmalar inda gôsteri lmi§ti . Bu tiç ilim adami , Ef renc iyan ahal is inin ntifu-
sunun 1523 de iiç mahal le de bu lunan : 159 Hane , 24 Bive ve 13 Mucerred veya 
o r t a l a m a o la rak §ehrin turn nufusunun yiizde 15 ini te§kil e t t ig i f ikrinde birle§-
mi§tir . 

Bu tebl igâ t imda, bu dor t Defteri birbirleriyle m u k a y e s e ederek, yuka r i -
da gôster i len r a k k a m l a r i n h a k i k a t t e , ο devrin kâ t ib in in yektinleri , 1523 î c m a l Def-
terine, d a h a evvel yapilmis. Mufassal Def ter lerden geç i r i rken yapmig oldugu bir 
h a t â d a n m e y d a n a gelmi§ oldugunu gos te rmiye çah§acagim. Yanliglikla bu 1523 
Icmal Defterinde, §ehrin iki R u m Mahallesini de t e k Ef renc iyan Mahallesi ile bir-
le§tirerek, Efrenciyan ahal is inin nufusunun a s h n d a n çok fazla o la rak gôster i l -
mesine sebep olmugtur. Bu ha tay i , bu iiç Mufassa l Defterde belirt i len mahal le lere 
gore ayr i lan ha lk in a d l a n m birbirleriyle m u k a y e s e e t t i k t e n sonra, gôri iyoruz ki, 
asl inda 1486, 1553 ve 1583 Defter lerde R u m Mahal le ler i o l a r ak gôster i len Dafnun-

23 M. M. No. 828. pp. 14 - 15. 
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d a Mahallesi ve 1486'da Rum, 1553 de MiisKiman Mahallesi o l a rak gôster i len Pik§id, 
yanliglikla 1523 Icmal Defter inde Efrenciyan Mahallesi ile beraber gosteri lmi§ti . Bu 
h a t a y i dûze l t t ik ten sonra , s.ehrin Efrenc iyan ahal is i niifusu bu seneler zar f inda ya-
ni, 1486-1583e k a d a r a§agida gôster i len §ekilde kalmi§t i r : 

Sene: Hane: B lvc : Miieerred: 

1486 34 10 5 
1523 40 12 9 
1553 32 0 17 
1583 47 0 0 

Net ice olarak, Efrenciyan ahalisinin kimler o lduk lan sorusu, kanaa t imce , 1486 
Defter inde onlar in ôdedikleri î spence m i k t a r i ve diger Tah r i r Defter ler inde adlar i 
geçt ig i için as len Ceneviz ve Venedikli olan bir La t i n Kato l ik g u r u p t u r . §ehr in 
1461 de fethinden sonra , Osmanl i idaresine geçmi§lerdir. Yani bir bagka degimle, 
Defter lerde adi geçen Efrenciyan t e r imi La t in Katol ik m a n a s m a gelmektedir . 


